In many real world problems related to weighted graphs, the input data corresponding to the weights are often imprecise due to incomplete or non-obtainable information. Finding the minimum spanning tree of such type of connected graphs is a challenge. This paper is introduced to find minimum spanning tree on a connected graph where the edges have rough weights.
INTRODUCTION
The graph theory is effectively used to tackle may optimization problems. The classical graph theory is not well sufficient to deal with the problems where the data related to the graphs such as weight attached to the vertices, edges, the nature of connectivity (attributes) between the vertices are imprecise due to incomplete information .The fuzzy set theory has been used to deal with these type of problems where fuzzy weights are attached to the weighted graphs and different ranking methods are used to rank these fuzzy numbers to deal with the impreciseness. Fuzzy set theory is also ineffective if proper information regarding the nature of connectivity between the vertices is lacking. T.He et al [1] , [2] have developed rough graph where they have applied rough set theory to attributed graph. Liang et al [3] has proposed edge rough graph to overcome some deficiencies of rough graph as proposed by T. He. S.P.Mohanty et al [4] have used the concept of T. He to find the minimum spanning tree (MST) of a rough graph where fuzzy numbers are attached as weights to the edges and the idea was explained through one numerical example to find the possibly conflicting MST.
A minimum spanning tree is a weighted connected graph, where the sum of the weights is minimal. In a graph G = (V , E) , where V is the set of vertices and E is the set of edges connecting the pair if vertices. There is one weight function W is defined which determines the weight of each edge. Creating a MST means to search for a subgraph G 1 = (V , E 1 ) of G, where E ! is a subset of E and the total weights attached to the edges is minimum. Many algorithms are available in the literature to find MST which has wide application in many fields of Engineering and Computer Science. The famous Kruskal algorithm and Prim's algorithm are used to find MST for undirected graphs where the weights attached to the edges are precise. When the weights are not precise and there is uncertainty, many researchers have used fuzzy techniques to find MST.
In this paper, a method has been proposed to find the minimum spanning tree of a connected graph where rough weights are attached to the edges. Considering the α-pessimistic value and α-optimistic values of the rough weights, two such minimum spanning trees are obtained. Further two approaches are suggested for a compromise solution as regard to obtain one MST The rest of the work is organized as follows: some properties of rough set, rough variables are given in section 2. The problem formulation and solution method is given in section-3. Two approaches along with the required algorithms are given in section 4 for getting a compromise solution. We conclude the work in section 5 with a suggestion for future work. Finally, in section 6, we have presented one numerical example to implement the algorithm given in section 4.
PRILIMINARIES 2.1 Rough Set
Rough set theory proposed by Z. Pawlak [5] is a mathematical tool for dealing with uncertain and incomplete data. Without any prior knowledge about the data, we deal only with the information provided by data to generate a conclusion. Since then, many researchers have developed the theoretical aspects and applied the concepts to solve problems related to diversified areas of science and engineering. Some fundamental definitions of rough set theory based on Z. Pawlak are given below.
Let U be a finite, nonempty set called universe and let R be a binary relation on U. Let R be an equivalence relation and R(x) = [x] R be the equivalence class of the relation which contains x . R shall be referred as indiscernibility relation.
For any X  U, the lower and upper approximation are defined as
The lower approximation R (X) is exact set containing X so that the objects in R (X) are members of X with certainty on the basis of knowledge in R, while the objects in R (X) can be classified as possible members of X.
The difference between the upper of the lower approximation will be called as the R-boundary of X, and defined as
The set X is R-exact iff BN R (X) = ф, otherwise the set is Rrough.
Membership function
The membership function of rough set is defined by
The membership function can be considered as a coefficient which expresses uncertainty of an element x being an element of X. The membership function can be useful to define the lower and upper approximation.
Various aspect of the rough set concept can be explained either by lower and upper approximation or by rough membership function.
Rough variable
The concepts of rough variable and uncertain programming are introduced by Liu. B [6] . [7] , [8] . Kundu et al [9] have applied the concept of rough variable in proposing a model for solid transportation problem.
The following definitions are based on Liu. B [6] Definition 2.1: Let Λ be a nonempty set, A be a σ-algebra of subset of Λ, ∆ be an element of A and π be a non-negative, real valued, additive set function on A. Then 
The expected value of ξ is E(ξ) = ) ( 4
DESCRIPTION OF THE PROBLEM
Let G = (V, E) be a given connected and undirected graph. A spanning tree of G is a subset of edges T  E such that |T| = |V| -1 and the sub-graph G' = (V, T) is acyclic. Hence, the spanning tree of a graph is the minimal subset of edges that spans all vertices of G. The set of all spanning tree in G is denoted by Γ. In the deterministic case, for every edge e  E, a real cost c e is attached and we wish to compute a minimum spanning tree T of G, such that T  Γ whose total cost f (T) = 
Hence, two set of weights are generated basing on the α-optimistic and α-pessimistic values of the corresponding rough cost.
Considering each type of weights, the minimum spanning tree of the graph can be obtained using any standard algorithm.
COMPROMISE SOLUTION
In the process, we may get two different minimum spanning tree corresponding to each of α-pessimistic value and α-optimistic value. Choosing MST for α-pessimistic value (T p ) may increase the total optimistic value. Similarly, choosing the MST for α-optimistic value (T o ), may increase the total pessimistic value. The decision maker always prefers one MST having different α-pessimistic value and α-optimistic value for a easy decision. So it is ideal to find one MST with a compromise for increasing the α-pessimistic value and reducing the α-optimistic value or increasing the α-optimistic value and reducing the α-pessimistic value when we compare with the two such MST obtained corresponding to α-pessimistic values or α-optimistic values.
Two such approaches are underlined below for finding a compromise solution.
Preferential approach
In this approach the edges connecting the nodes are prioritised by defining a norm µ on the edges. Let e ij be the edge connecting the vertices v i and v j . Let w ij (p) be the α-pessimistic weight of e ij and w ij (o) be the α-optimistic weight of e ij . The norm µ is defined as µ = || w ij (o) -w ij (p) || which is the absolute difference between two quantities. The edge having less norm is preferred to be included in the spanning tree. This is appropriate in the sense that, more closeness in two values gives impreciseness less. Considering the preferential edges the MST may be constructed by the following algorithm 
Edge-exchange between the MST
Let T p be the MST obtained considering the α-pessimistic value of the edges and T o be the MST obtained considering the α-optimistic value of the edges. We can exchange two edges of the MST alternatively till we get both the MST coincide with a compromise α-values. 
CONCLUSION
Finding minimum spanning tree for a directed and undirected graph is a fundamental work in graph theory. Many efficient algorithms have been found out by many researchers to find MST in less time complexity. Algorithms and methods have been developed where the cost of edges is imprecise and fuzzy costs have been assigned to meet the impreciseness. Methods for bi-criteria MST have also been developed by many researchers to find MST under constraints. In our work, we have developed a technique to find MST for a undirected graph where the rough weights are attached to the edges. The work can be extended to the case of directed graph.
NUMERICAL EXAMPLE
Let us consider a graph with seven vertices and 11 edges, where rough weights are attached to each edge as per the Table 1 . The trust level α is chosen at 0.9. The norm, α-pessimistic and α-optimistic values corresponding to the rough weights are given in the Table 2 . The graph is given in the Fig-1 . The MST corresponding to the α-pessimistic and α-optimistic values are given in the Fig-2 and Fig-3 . The MST for corresponding to the norms is given in the Fig-4 and finally a compromise MST taking the procedure of edge exchange in MST for α-pessimistic values and MST for α-optimistic values given in the Fig-5 . In all cases the total minimum weights corresponding to α-pessimistic, α-optimistic values are given in the Table 3 . In this example, the edge exchange MST and MST for α-optimistic value coincides. This is due to the fact that only one pair of edges have been exchanged in MST for α-pessimistic value. For larger graph, if the number of pairs is more, the edge exchange MST will be different which can be considered as a compromise solution.
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